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Rise and  shine
As healthy eating trends eschew processed 
breads, sourdough is having a moment. But 
taking the time to make your own is about more 
than the fl our and water that goes into it

The rise in healthy eating trends means less bread is being 
bought than ever before and, as shop-bought loaves are 
swapped for sushi, grains and salad pots, some factories 
have had to close their doors after decades of production. 
The biggest slump has been in the mass-produced white 
loaf, according to retail analyst Kantar Worldpanel, with 
sales of the market-leading brand down 11 per cent in 
2016, representing a huge £57.6million loss. In contrast, 
home-baking – and in particular the slower, artisanal 
process of producing sourdough – has never been more 
popular. Sourdough bakeries are springing up all over 
the UK and the number of small mills grinding heritage 
fl our by traditional methods is also on the rise. Anyone 
who has created a hand-made loaf, pulled from the oven 
with a bursting crust and accompanying homely aroma 
that fi lls the house, will understand the sense of pride and 
love that sharing it with others brings. But why choose 
to complicate further that alchemic process of kneading, 
proving and rising in order to produce a loaf that uses 
only naturally occurring yeasts from the air around us?

There’s something about baking sourdough bread 
that feeds the soul. Anne-Marit Taylor, who runs 
the Norwegian micro-bakery and baking school in 
Southbourne, Dorset, cites her own reasoning behind 
the growing popularity: ‘In our fast-moving automated, 
computerised world, more and more people are realising 
how good sourdough baking is for body and soul. Using 
all your senses once you’ve mixed the dough to notice 
how it changes through the slow process of fermentation 

is calming and therapeutic. Feeding a wholesome and 
nutritious loaf, free from artifi cial additives, to family and 
friends is also a rewarding and fulfi lling achievement.’ 

My own love of bread-making was kick-started several 
years ago when I booked myself onto a River Cottage 
course. From creating rustic loaves by hand with a 
group of like-minded foodies to pulling them crisp and 
steaming from the wood-fi red oven in the yard behind the 
farmhouse, I was enthralled by the whole experience and 
the joy of sharing simple home-made food with others. 

I think it is the creative aspect of bread baking that 
caught my passion – the variations possible in a fi nished 
loaf taken from the oven are endless. First in shape – 
perhaps proved in a special ridged basket known as a 
banneton, or my favourite French-inspired tapered baton 
– and then through ingredients used, the sky really is 
the limit. All that’s needed to bake sourdough bread is 
fl our, water and salt, but by using diff erent fl ours, the 
appearance, texture and fl avour of a loaf can be varied. My 
preference would be an organic granary, or malted one, 
which gives a lovely nutty fl avour. But fl ours can be mixed 
up: including some white fl our lightens the texture of 
the fi nal crumb, and dusting loaves with rye fl our, which 
has a wonderful grey hue, gives a professional-looking 
fi nish. Seeds like sunfl ower, sesame, poppy or grains 
add interest and crunch, while slashing the surface of a 
loaf just before it’s baked gives a fi nal, personal touch, 
which also encourages the bread to open up along these 
lines as it expands. There really are no rules for playing PH
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